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Abstract. The study describes an experiment with different estimations of reliability. Reliability reflects the technical quality of 

the measurement procedure such as an automatic evaluation of Machine Translation (MT). Reliability is an indicator of accuracy, 

the reliability of measuring, in our case, measuring the accuracy and error rate of MT output based on automatic metrics (preci-

sion, recall, f-measure, Bleu-n, WER, PER, and CDER). The experiment showed metrics (Bleu-4 and WER) that reduce the 

overall reliability of the automatic evaluation of accuracy and error rate using entropy. Based on the results we can say, that the 

use of entropy for the estimation of reliability brings more accurate results than conventional estimations of reliability 

(Cronbach’s alpha and correlation). MT evaluation, based on n-grams or edit distance, using entropy could offer a new view on 

lexicon-based metrics in comparison to commonly used ones. 
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1.  Introduction 

Information entropy was first introduced by Shan-

non [5] and used in different fields of informatics. En-

tropy is a measure of disorder, where lower entropy 

means an order, and on the other hand a higher entropy 

disorder. Following Shannon´s definitions [5], entropy 

can be used as a measure of uncertainty in a data set (a 

discrete random variable X with values x1, …, xn). In 

Machine Translation (MT) evaluation, entropy can re-

flect the distribution of matched words, i.e. a lower en-

tropy, a more fluent MT output and on the other hand, 

a higher entropy, a less fluent MT output [12]. Yu et 

al. [12] denote that entropy can sufficiently reflect the 

fluency of MT output. MT evaluation plays a crucial 

role in the development of MT. There are many ap-
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proaches to MT evaluation, from fully automated qual-

ity scoring to manual or human assessment of the qual-

ity of MT output. In most evaluation approaches trans-

lation quality is viewed as an optimal compromise be-

tween adequacy (the degree of meaning preservation) 

and fluency (correctness of target language) [3]. Ap-

proaches to manual or human evaluation of MT, re-

quiring human translator knowledge, assess the quality 

of MT output along the two axes of target language 

correctness and semantic fidelity, such as ranking, 

scales, error analysis, or post-editing [18]. Compared 

to automatic MT evaluation, which is not only fast and 

cheap but reusable and language-independent; manual 

evaluation is regarded as the most reliable but time and 

labor consuming and not re-usable. Papineni et al. [13] 

stated that manual evaluation is too slow and time con-

suming for the development of MT systems, for which 



fast feedback on translation quality is extremely im-

portant. Several metrics of automatic MT evaluation 

were developed and applied to a large amount of data. 

Mostly, they try to estimate the similarity (matches) 

between MT output assessed (hypothesis) and one or 

more human translations (references). According to 

the information type, automatic evaluation can be car-

ried out based on statistical principles, using lexicon-

based methods (n-grams or edit distance) such as 

BLEU, NIST, METEOR, PER, WER, TER; or based on 

the use of deep linguistic structures, using syntax-

based and semantic-based methods (linguistic fea-

tures- morphological, syntactic or semantic infor-

mation). Progress in MT relies on the assessment of 

MT output through effective approaches to the evalu-

ation of translation quality. Reliable evaluation met-

rics lead to better machine translation. 

Measurement quality, in our case the quality of au-

tomatic evaluation of MT output, is given by funda-

mental indicators of measurements such as objectivity, 

reliability, and validity. The concept of objectivity is 

trivial since the results are independent on the re-

searcher regarding the distortion of measurement. Va-

lidity was verified through the manual evaluation of 

MT output [7, 8]. The study is focused on the reliabil-

ity of automatic evaluation, which represents a signif-

icant indicator of measurement quality, particularly 

the indicator of accuracy and reliability of measure-

ment. The study describes the experiment with differ-

ent estimations of reliability- the quality of automatic 

evaluation of MT output. It focuses on the usage of 

entropy when analyzing the reliability of metrics for 

automatic MT evaluation. It deals with the improve-

ment of reliability analysis of automatic metrics of MT 

evaluation using entropy. The improvement is in the 

implementation of entropy in reliability estimation of 

automatic MT evaluation. MT evaluation, based on n-

grams or edit distance, using entropy could offer a new 

view on lexicon-based metrics in comparison to com-

monly used ones.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: sec-

tion 2 is related work, section 3 describes entropy and 

section 4 reliability associated with the traditional 

methods; section 5 presents experiment where entropy 

was an alternative estimation for the reliability analy-

sis of MT evaluation. Subsequently, the conclusions 

and future work are offered in the last section. 

2. Related Work 

Entropy is a universal measure, which can be 

applied to any field such as linguistics or natural lan-

guage processing. Montemurro et al. [19] used a rela-

tive entropy to measure the degree of ordering in word 

sequences from languages belonging to five linguistic 

families and found out that entropy is an almost con-

stant value for all those families. Yu et al. [12] used 

entropy as an indicator of fluency for the automatic 

metrics of MT evaluation. They combined entropy 

with BLEU and METEOR metrics and found out, that 

this combination can improve the performance of 

these metrics, i.e. effectively measure the fluency of a 

sentence of MT output. Carl and Schaeffer [16] used 

word translation entropy to show its effectiveness for 

expected MT quality of literal translations. 

Eetemadi et al. [25] offered a complex survey of 

data selection methods in machine translation. They 

also describe works focusing on cross-entropy which 

has become the most commonly used approach in data 

selection. Shah et al. [14] used cross-entropy as a fea-

ture for quality estimation of a neural MT model which 

led to large improvements in prediction. Tomeh et al. 

[20] introduced a novel framework based on maxi-

mum entropy for word alignment. Based on the exper-

iment, authors improved the alignment quality and 

translation quality as measured by standard metrics.  

Entropy in the context of the analysis of the reliabil-

ity of automatic MT evaluation was first used by Munk 

et al. [17]. The authors dealt with the verification of 

reliability of automatic MT evaluation. They tried to 

identify the redundant metrics of automatic MT eval-

uation. They restricted only to the interpretation of es-

timates of reliability. The estimates were not mutually 

compared and assessed, which estimate is the most 

suitable for assessing the reliability of automatic MT 

evaluation. Based on the results [17] we examine the 

use of entropy as an estimation of the reliability of au-

tomatic MT evaluation in comparison to tradi-

tional/conventional estimates. 

3. Entropy 

Entropy was first introduced in thermodynamics 

[22], and it was used to provide a statement of the sec-

ond law of thermodynamics on the irreversibility of 

evolution. It was understood that an isolated system 

could not pass from a state of a higher entropy to a 

state of a lower entropy [1]. Shannon first introduced 

entropy as a measure of uncertainty in a discrete dis-

tribution in information theory [1]. Mostly, entropy in 



information theory is defined as a degree of the sys-

tem's disorder or randomness. Based on Shannon’s 

definition [5, 6, 17], given a class random variable C 

with a discrete probability distribution 

{𝑝𝑖 = 𝑃𝑟[𝐶 = 𝑐𝑖]}𝑖=1
𝑘 , ∑ 𝑝𝑖 = 1𝑘

𝑖=1 , 

where 𝑐𝑖 is the ith class. Then the entropy 𝐻(𝐶) is de-

fined [5, 6, 17] as 

𝐻(𝐶) = − ∑ 𝑝𝑖 log 𝑝𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1 , 

the function decreases from infinity to zero and 𝑝𝑖  

takes values in the range [0,1]. Entropy as a modeling 

tool was formulated by Jaynes [10] and is known as 

Maximum entropy. 

Entropy can be used in many fields and offers an 

alternative way to already existing methods. Many au-

thors use entropy measures for fuzzy sets. Farhadinia 

[2] introduced two general ways to generate entropy 

measures for linguistic terms. The novel approach is 

demonstrated by determining objective weights of at-

tributes to solve problems in linguistic term sets. Shen 

et al. [21] introduced two types of distributed semi-su-

pervised metric learning frameworks which were 

applied on a SERAPH method. SERAPH is a central-

ized semi-supervised information-theoretic metric 

learning algorithm combining the generalized maxi-

mum entropy principle with entropy regularization in 

objective function [21]. Integration of correntropy cri-

terion to the minimum error entropy to form centered 

error entropy criterion is introduced by Cheng [15]. It 

compares to the mean square error criterion as the per-

formance index for filter design in the description of 

high order statistics of error PDF for multipath estima-

tion in non-Gaussian noise [15]. 

4. Reliability 

Reliability is determined by the Cronbach’s alpha or 

correlation. If the coefficient of reliability equals one, 

the result was not affected by the measurement error. 

The coefficient of reliability cannot achieve such value 

using the measuring procedure. Some error occurs in 

every measurement. Our aim is to reduce this error to a 

minimum. Reliability reflects the technical quality of 

the measurement procedure. 

For the need of reliability analysis direct and indirect 

estimates of reliability are commonly used to assess the 

reliability of the measurement procedure. Indirect esti-

mation of reliability is usually done by correlation co-

efficient or its modification. Direct estimation of relia-

bility is Cronbach’s alpha 

�̂� =
𝑚

𝑚−1
(1 −

∑ 𝑠𝑗
2

𝑠2 ), 

where 𝑚 is the number of metrics of measurement pro-

cedure, 𝑠2 is the variance of scores of measuring pro-

cedure- automatic evaluation of accuracy (error rate), 

𝑠𝑗
2 is the variance of the 𝑗th metrics of automatic evalu-

ation of accuracy (error rate) of MT output [23]. 

If the assessments are only incidental and do not re-

flect the actual quality of machine translation, then the 

errors are random and uncorrelated. In this case, the 

sum of the variances equals the variance of the sum, 

and Cronbach’s coefficient alpha equals zero. If all the 

metrics are reliable and reflect the actual quality of the 

machine translation, then coefficient alpha equals one. 

The higher Cronbach’s alpha, the more reliable the 

measuring procedure, in our case the automatic evalu-

ation of accuracy (error rate) of the MT output [24]. 

We used the following conventional estimations of 

reliability and entropy to identify the automatic metrics 

reducing the overall reliability of the automatic MT 

evaluation: 

▪ Cronbach’s alpha coefficient after removing 

the relevant metric (Alpha if deleted), where if 

the value of the coefficient after removing the 

relevant metric is higher than the overall 

reliability of automatic evaluation, then the 

relevant metric reduces the overall reliability 

of the automatic evaluation- metrics with a 

higher reliability when removed, can be 

considered suspicious; 

▪ the correlation coefficient between the rele-

vant metric and overall score of automatic 

evaluation (Metrics-total correlation), where 

metrics with a lower level of dependency can 

be seen as suspicious; 

▪ the coefficient of entropy for the relevant met-

ric (Metrics-total entropy), where metrics 

with a lower level of entropy can be regarded 

as suspicious. 

5. Experiment 

The objective of the experiment is an identification 

of metrics that reduce the overall reliability of the au-

tomatic evaluation of accuracy and error rate of MT 

output using entropy, Cronbach’s alpha, and correla-

tion. Reliability is an indicator of accuracy, the 

reliability of measuring, in our case for the measuring 



of accuracy and error rate of MT output based on auto-

matic evaluation metrics.  

5.1. Dataset 

We created a dataset covering two translation direc-

tions- one direction, a translation from Slovak (SK) 

into English (EN), and the second direction, a transla-

tion from Slovak (SK) into German (DE). Slovak be-

longs to a highly inflected languages contrary to Eng-

lish, which belongs to analytical languages, i.e. one 

English noun has six forms in Slovak differing only in 

suffixes, German has four cases and Slovak six, or dif-

ferent word order, English/German has a strict word 

order (SVO) in comparison to Slovak’s loose word or-

der, or in Slovak the agent does not have to be ex-

pressed compared to English or German). The exam-

ined text was original, written in Slovak, consisting of 

360 sentences and translated to English and German 

by a statistical machine translation system, Google 

Translate. The examined dataset is limited to 360 sen-

tences because it was obtained from one-day work-

shop focusing on post-editing and manual evaluation 

of MT output (only 360 sentences were post-edited 

and manually assessed during one day). We chose 

these directions to obtain higher scores of automatic 

metric BLEU. BLEU metric as a measure for transla-

tion quality assessment is not suitable for translation 

into inflectional languages. 

5.2. Metrics 

In this study, similar to Munk et al. experiment [17], 

we will focus only on automatic metrics based on lex-

icon methods. 

Precision and Recall are based on the closeness of 

the hypothesis (MT output) with the reference (human 

translation), similar to bag-of-words, i.e. regardless of 

the position of the word in a sentence.  

Precision (P) is a measure of how many correct 

words are present in the hypothesis in regard of refer-

ence 

𝑃 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠
. 

It is a proportion of words in MT output that are 

present in the reference translation. 

Recall (R) is the number of correct words in MT out-

put divided by the number of words of reference, i.e. 

proportion of all words in reference that are correct  

𝑅 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛  𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
. 

It is a proportion of words in the reference that are 

present in the MT output. 

F-measure (F1) is a harmonic mean of precision and 

recall 

𝐹1 =
2𝑃𝑅

𝑃+𝑅
. 

BLEU [13] is a geometric mean of n-gram preci-

sions and the second part is a brevity penalty (BP), i.e. 

length-based penalty to prevent very short sentences 

as compensation for inappropriate translation. 

𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 (𝑛) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∑ 𝑤𝑛 log 𝑝𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1 ×𝐵𝑃, where 𝑤𝑛 

is weights for different 𝑝𝑛.  

𝐵𝑃 = {
 1,        𝑖𝑓 𝑟 > 𝑟

𝑒1−
𝑟

ℎ, 𝑖𝑓 ℎ ≤ 𝑟
 , where r is a reference of a 

hypothesis h. 

BLEU represents two features of translation quality- 

adequacy and fluency by calculating words or lexical 

precision. 

Other widely used evaluation metrics are based on 

edit distance such as PER, WER, or CDER. 

WER [26] is based on the edit distance (edit opera-

tions) and does not allow reordering of words. It ac-

counts the Levenshtein distance between a hypothesis 

and a reference. The minimum number of edit opera-

tions (insertions, substitutions, and deletions of words 

necessary to transform the hypothesis into the refer-

ence) is divided by the number of words in the refer-

ence. 

𝑊𝐸𝑅(ℎ, 𝑟) =
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒∈𝐸(ℎ,𝑟)(𝐼+𝐷+𝑆)

|𝑟|
, where r is a refer-

ence of a hypothesis h,  I - insert(e), D - delete(e), S - 

substitute(e), and 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒∈𝐸(ℎ,𝑟) is a minimal sequence 

of transformed word (insertions, substitutions and de-

letions). 

PER [4] is based on WER but ignores the ordering 

of the words in a sentence, i.e. word order is not taken 

into account. 

CDER [11,17] is a measure oriented towards recall, 

but based on the Levenshtein distance. It uses the fact 

that the number of blocks in a sentence is the same as 

the number of gaps between them plus one. It requires 

both, hypothesis and reference to be covered com-

pletely and disjointly. Only words in the reference 

must be covered only once, while in the hypothesis 

they can be covered zero, one or more times. 

PER, WER, and CDER metrics are called metrics of 

error rate, i.e. the higher the values of these metrics, the 

lower the translation quality. On the other hand, metrics 

Precision, Recall, F-measure, and BLEU-n are called 

metrics of accuracy, i.e. the higher the values of these 

metrics, the better the translation quality.  



Automatic sentence alignment was carried out using 

the algorithm and software hunalign, based on diction-

ary and length based methods, which both successfully 

amalgamates [9]. 

We used our tools to compute, based on the com-

parison of the hypothesis with reference, the automatic 

scores for the metrics of error rate (PER, WER, and 

CDER) and metrics of accuracy (Precision, Recall, F-

measure, and BLEU-n). 

5.3. Results 

 Entropy was calculated for each sentence. It was 

calculated from the value of the given metric of error 

rate added to the corresponding value of the metric of 

accuracy. The sum of the metrics should always be 100 

%. The total entropy was calculated as the average of 

the entropy of all sentences, separately for metrics of 

error rate and metrics of accuracy. If the entropy is 

closer to 1, then the system tends to disorder. The 

results of the entropy relate with the coefficient of 

reliability estimate.  

A similar method was applied to the calculation of 

entropy estimations for metrics of accuracy (Figure 1, 

Figure 2) as in the case of metrics of error rate. The 

average entropy was also used, and the results related 

to the reliability analysis with negligible variations.  

The categorized 3D Scatterplot (Figure 1, Figure 2) 

visualizes distance between metrics of accuracy and 

error rates based on reliability estimations: Metrics-to-

tal entropy, Metrics-total correlation, and Alpha if de-

leted. The correlations between the estimates and the 

sums score (without the respective metric) are shown 

on the z-axis (Metrics-total correlation). The y-axis 

shows the resultant Cronbach’s alpha value if the re-

spective metrics were to be removed (Alpha if deleted) 

and the x-axis shows the calculated entropy for each 

specific metric (Metrics-total entropy). 

In the case of metrics of accuracy (Figure 1, Fig-

ure 2), the most deviating from others is BLEU_4 met-

ric, which achieved the lowest entropy and correlation, 

and the highest reliability after removing the respec-

tive metric. In the case of metrics of error rate (Figure 

1, Figure 2), the most deviating is WER metric, which 

achieved the lowest entropy and correlation, and the 

highest reliability after removing the respective metric. 

In the case of machine translation into English (Fig-

ure 2) metrics Precision and BLEU_3 deviate the most 

when we do not take into account BLEU_4. These met-

rics are characterized with a lower correlation with a 

 

Fig. 1. Categorized 3D scatterplot of reliability estimations of examined metrics of German MT. 



total score and with a high reliability after their remov-

ing. However, they achieve about the same entropy as 

the rest of the metrics of accuracy, which can be con-

sidered to be reliable.  

In the case of machine translation into German (Fig-

ure 1), these deviations are more visible. Similarly, 

Precision and BLEU_3 are characterized with a low 

correlation with a total score and with a high reliability 

after their removing. However, Precision achieves 

about the same entropy as the rest of the metrics of ac-

curacy, which can be considered to be reliable based 

on Alpha if deleted and Metrics-total correlation. 

In the case of metrics of accuracy it was identified 

a very large directly proportional dependency (rGERMAN 

= 0.766; rENGLISH = 0.776) between entropy (Metrics-

total entropy) and the correlation (Metrics-total corre-

lation), i.e. values are changing together in the same 

direction. Similarly, between entropy (Metrics-total 

entropy) and the resultant Cronbach’s alpha value, if 

the particular metric was to be removed (Alpha if de-

leted), it was identified a very large degree of depend-

ency but inversely proportional (rGERMAN = -0.732; 

rENGLISH = -0.804), i.e. values are changing together in 

the opposite direction.  

In the case of machine translation to German, there 

was identified a high degree of dependency (Multiple 

R = 0.928) between entropy and conventional estima-

tions of reliability (Metrics-total correlation, Alpha if 

deleted). Using the conventional estimations of relia-

bility, we can explain the variability of entropy to 86% 

(Squared multiple R = 0.862). Multiple correlation co-

efficient is statistically significant at the 0.05 signifi-

cant level (F(2,4) = 12.484; p = 0.0191). Similarly, in 

the case of metrics of the accuracy of machine transla-

tion to English, it was identified a high degree of de-

pendency (Multiple R = 0.940; F(2, 4) = 15.147; p = 

0.0136) between entropy and conventional estimations 

of reliability. In this case, the conventional estimate 

explains the variability of entropy up to 88% (Squared 

multiple R = 0.883).  

The following graphs visualize differences in 

measures of reliability among examined MT metrics 

of accuracy. If we look deeply at the results for Ger-

man MT output (Figure 3), we can see based on the 

Alpha if deleted estimate, BLEU_4 is identified as met-

rics decreasing the total score of the reliability of au-

tomatic evaluation of the accuracy of MT (Cronbach’s 

alpha = 0.9681). Similarly, based on Metrics-total 

correlation and Metrics-total entropy estimates (Fig-

ure 4, Figure 5), we identified BLEU_4 as suspicious. 

However, in the case of Alpha if deleted estimate (Fig-

ure 3) another highest score was achieved in Precision 

 
Fig. 2. Categorized 3D scatterplot of reliability estimations of examined metrics of English MT. 

 



and afterward BLEU_3. Also, in the case of Metrics-

total correlation estimate (Figure 4), the lowest score 

was achieved in Precision and then in BLEU_3. How-

ever, in the case of Metrics-total entropy estimate 

(Figure 5) it was in reverse order, i.e. the next lowest 

score was achieved in BLEU_3, BLEU_2, and then in 

Precision. 

In the case of English machine translation, the re-

sults are similar. Based on Alpha if deleted, Metrics-

total correlation and Metrics-total entropy estimates 

(Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9) BLEU_4 was identified 

as suspicious- decreasing the overall reliability of au-

tomatic evaluation of the accuracy of MT output. After 

Precision removing, the total score of the reliability of 

automatic evaluation of the accuracy of MT output has 

not changed (Figure 7). Additionally, in the case of 

Metrics-total correlation estimate (Figure 8), Preci-

sion together with the BLEU_4 have achieved the low-

est scores. From this point of view, Precision seems to 

be suspicious. However, in the case of Metrics-total 

entropy estimate (Figure 9), Precision has achieved al-

most the same score as metrics, which are regarded as 

reliable based on Alpha if deleted and Metrics-total 

correlation estimates. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Line plot of Alpha if deleted of examined metrics of 

German MT. 

 
Fig. 4. Line plot of Metrics-total correlation of examined 

metrics of German MT. 

 
Fig. 5. Line plot of Metrics-total error rates entropy of exam-

ined metrics of German MT. 

 
Fig. 6. Line plot of Squared multiple R of examined metrics 

of German MT. 

 
Fig. 7. Line plot of Alpha if deleted of examined metrics of 

English MT. 



Metrics-total entropy estimate is more sensible for 

the internal consistency of measurement procedure of 

automatic evaluation of the accuracy of MT output 

given that, the metric F-measure is the harmonic mean 

of Precision and Recall. In other words, the variability 

of Precision/Recall/F-measure (Figure 6, Figure 10) is 

explained to more than 99% by the rest of metrics 

(Squared multiple R > 0.99). 

Similar results were also achieved for the metrics of 

error rates, where it was achieved a moderate degree 

of dependency between the entropy and conventional 

estimations of reliability.  

The analysis of reliability of automatic metrics 

characterizing the error rate of MT evaluation showed 

that the WER metric deviates the most from the other 

automatic metrics of automatic MT evaluation (PER 

or CDER) in translation quality assessment. It is un-

derstandable seeing that, the WER metric is very strict 

to syntax errors (word order). 

In the case of automatic metrics of accuracy, it was 

also showed that BLEU_4 metric deviates the most 

from the other metrics. We explain this by the fact that 

BLEU_4 metric measures a score of a sequence of four 

words (including articles and prepositions) and some-

times it is very complicated to achieve an output with 

such sequence by MT systems. 

6. Conclusions 

The aim of this experiment was to assess the relia-

bility of the automatic evaluation of machine transla-

tion for inflectional languages using traditional esti-

mates and entropy. 

This paper introduced entropy as an alternative 

means of reliability estimation of machine translation 

evaluation. In this case, entropy was implemented into 

the system, where as an estimate of reliability for au-

tomatic evaluation of the machine translation was 

used. 

Three different estimations of reliability were used 

– Cronbach’s alpha, correlation, and entropy – to esti-

mate reliability. In the experiment, entropy was proved 

to be an equivalent (appropriate) alternative to the for-

mer ones.  

Besides, entropy has been shown to be more sensi-

tive to the internal consistency of automatic evaluation 

of accuracy of MT output and has accurately identified 

the metrics suspicion. It is common that the automatic 

metrics of accuracy and error rates are implemented in 

the systems of MT evaluation. It allows using entropy 

for the reliability estimation of automatic MT evalua-

tion. Based on the results we can say, that the use of 

entropy for the estimation of reliability brings more ac-

curate results than conventional estimations of relia-

bility. Entropy has also correctly identified suspicious 

metrics (Bleu-4 and WER metrics deviating the most 

 
Fig. 8. Line plot of Metrics-total correlation of examined 

metrics of English MT. 

 
Fig. 9. Line plot of Metrics-total error rates entropy of exam-

ined metrics of English MT. 

 
Fig. 10. Line plot of Squared multiple R of examined met-

rics of English MT. 



from the total measurement of accuracy/error rate of 

MT output) like conventional estimations of reliabil-

ity. However, in the case of remaining metrics that de-

viated less from the measurement, entropy produced 

more accurate results. 

 In any case, we recommend combining several 

methods of reliability estimation. If the results are the 

same, we can consider them as robust. 

However, in the case of larger textual sets, the cal-

culation of entropy for every sentence can become 

very tedious. The future work in this area could be 

focused on improving the calculation speed in the case 

of a large dataset. Despite that, we were able to evalu-

ate the reliability of metrics using entropy, and the re-

sults relate to the results of the reliability analysis. 

We believe that the presented research will be an in-

spiration for the use of entropy in various fields and 

stages of data processing. 
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